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Gloria Endres 

 

 

Interview Date: 9/21/2008 

Location of interview: Outside at the Padre Pio Festival, Annunication Church at 10
th

 and 

Dickinson 

 

Gloria Endres is an Italian-American who was born and raised in South Philadelphia. 

She was a member of the first graduating class of Saint Maria Goretti High School in 

1958 and went on to become a schoolteacher in both public and parochial schools.  

 

 

Interviewer: Can you tell me your name? 

 

Gloria: Gloria Endres. 

 

Interviewer: And how long have you been lived in South Philadelphia? 

 

Gloria: My whole life. 

 

Interviewer: May I ask how old you are? 

 

Gloria: I‟ll be 68 in October; I‟m not afraid.  I‟m not ashamed to tell you 

my age. 

 

Interviewer: So you were born in South Philly? 

 

Gloria: 1940 at the Methodist Hospital.  Roosevelt was President. 

 

Interviewer: Where were your parents from? 

 

Gloria: My mother was born in Philadelphia, in South Philadelphia, and 

my father was born in Abruzzi, Italy.  He came here at the age of 

13.  My grandparents were all immigrants – both sides, Italian 

immigrants. 

 

Interviewer: What was it like growing up in South Philadelphia? 

 

Gloria: In one sentence? 

 

Interviewer: I know, that‟s a big question. 
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Gloria: That‟s a very big question.  It was comfortable.  When we were 

growing up, as children, this area was almost exclusively an Italian 

enclave.  Although, there were – we had neighbors – 

 

 (Brief interruption as a friend walks by to ask what Gloria is 

doing.) 

 

 She interrupted my thought – okay, we had mostly Italian 

neighbors, but there were lots of Jewish neighbors who preceded 

us.  The Jewish immigrants came before the Italian.  We had next-

door neighbors who were Jewish, and neighbors across the street 

who were Jewish. 

 

Interviewer: Where exactly? 

 

Gloria: On Passyunk Avenue.  Passyunk Avenue was commercial, and still 

is, but in those days, it was manufacturing and commercial.  There 

was actually home industries going on:  there was upholstery going 

on, and that only stopped recently.  In fact, there‟s an immigrant 

upholsterer right now on Passyunk Avenue, but he‟s, I think he‟s 

Asian. 

 

Interviewer: There‟s an upholsterer – I live on Iseminger – there‟s an 

upholsterer on the end of my block. 

 

Gloria: So this is an old industry, but they started it – the Jews were the 

upholsterers, the Italians supplied them with the materials.  So it 

was a combina – There was a lot of trading and manufacturing 

going on. There were tailors, and they also bought their – the 

family next door to us had woolens; they sold woolens.  And next 

door to them were the tailors who bought the woolens, who made 

the – there was -- my grandparents made shoes.  And they even 

had a little factory in the back of the house for a short while. 

 

 They also made shoes upstairs on their machines.  They had 

machines right in the house that they did their work on.  So, they 

would make custom shoes.  So there were shoemakers, 

upholsterers, tailors right on Passyunk Avenue, manufacturing in 

their homes.  And they lived above their factories: their tiny 

factories. See? 

 

 We were always in Annunciation school.  The church was the 

center of the community.  In those days, the churches were 
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ethnically divided.  In other words, there were – if you were 

Italian, you went to an Italian parish.  If you were Polish, you went 

to a Polish parish, etc., etc.  So there were definite divisions: tribal, 

in a way.  I hate to use the word „ghetto,‟ but that‟s appropriate 

because we were basically in a sheltered, isolated environment.  So 

I always thought that the whole world was made up of Italian 

Catholics with a few Jews sprinkled in on the side. 

 

 I didn‟t realize what the real big world out there was like.  There 

was some Irish in the neighborhood too, but they weren‟t as close.  

It was mostly – and my grade school classroom was 80% Italian, 

and with a sprinkling of others. No blacks.  There was one black 

girl in the whole time I was in Annunciation, and she was all alone.  

Felt bad for her, but nobody would talk to her.  That‟s how it was. 

 

 And on Sunday, you could smell everybody cooking their meat 

sauce.  So, it smelled of meatballs and tomato sauce.  There was a 

flavor; there was a multi-sensory flavor to this area.  Everybody 

you interview will tell you almost the same story. 

 

 I have something interesting to tell you because it may get into the 

newspapers.  I went to St. Maria Goretti High School – now it‟s 

co-ed – but we were the first class.  My group started in 1955 as 

sophomores.  The freshmen were – we had one-two classes: 

freshmen and sophomores.  There were no upper classmen.  The 

school building was brand new; the cornerstone was laid that year.  

I watched them put the statue up that‟s on the 10
th

 Street side of the 

building.  I was there when they did it.  So, we had a dedication, 

the whole thing.  We were upper classmen for three years. 

 

 We‟re gonna have our 50
th

 reunion in October – October 19
th

.  So, 

it‟s a big deal.  And students are coming – alumni, I should say – 

are coming from all parts of the United States to attend this party.  

And it‟s going to be right here at Galdo‟s in South Philly. 

 

 That was an extraordinary experience because up until that time, I 

had not met girls from anywhere else in the city, except my little 

neighborhood parish school.  And girls came from everywhere.  

And we met – again, we met girls from every ethnic group, every 

racial group.  We were mixed together, but we were also 

empowered because it was a same sex school.  So, we not only 

cooperated and got along with each other and did things, but we 
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achieved a great many firsts and pioneered many things.  It was an 

extraordinary experience growing up in South Philly. 

 

 We had, of course – I was born in 1940 before Pearl Harbor.  I 

have a very, very vague memory of World War II.  My uncle was 

in Patton‟s army.  I had cousins who were in the Navy – relatives 

in the service.  And then we had a peaceful period.  And then we 

had the „50s, the happy days, where there was nothing going on.  

We really went through almost a decade of where there was 

nothing happening – no wars.  And I thought maybe there 

wouldn‟t be.  Then, of course, we had Vietnam.  I was -- I was in 

college then. 

 

 I could tell you my whole life story; it‟s quite interesting.  But 

anyway, I also entered the convent.  A high percentage of the girls 

in my class – it was a big deal – I wrote an article for the Daily 

News about this, and I hope it gets published.  We had nothing but 

sisters in Goretti then.  There was one lay teacher, and she was in 

the gym.  Everybody else was a religious.  And so, they were 

recruiting constantly.  And they recruited a large percentage of 

girls.  So I chose the IHMs who taught at Annunciation, naturally, 

you go to your home order: the ones that raise you.  Other girls 

went to the Sisters of St. Joseph or the Notre Dames – oh, the 

Notre Dames collected the most box tops! For sure! 

 

 And, you know, there was personality.  I mean they had 

personality then.  They recruited the girls, and the girls went, but 

of course, most came out as I did. 

 

 Was that an answer to your question? 

 

Interviewer: I wanted to make sure we were getting all this.  How long did you 

stay in the convent? 

 

Gloria: About a year and a half, which is average.  There were some who 

left the next day or months later.  But some, of course, remained.  

Some of my class in Goretti remained in different communities.  

But the idea was that we were very comfortable in our church, in 

our environment, our families.  We did have intact families.  It was 

rare for girls to come from broken homes. 

 

 The Church was supreme.  It was the center of our universe.  This 

was before – this was Pius XII, don‟t forget, and things were really 
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black and white.  There was no grey area.  Sex education was 

abstinence, and the telephone book between you and your date, 

and no black patent leather shoes.  They really said that.  They 

really said that.  I heard one say – I heard a nun say that.  She 

actually said, “Don‟t wear black patent leather shoes to the dance 

because they reflect up your dress.” 

 

 All those quaint statements that turned into musical comedy titles 

were actually said.  So anyway, as I said, the Church was the 

center of our universe; the parish was the center of the universe.  

But I fell in love with teaching because actually – here‟s another 

important factor – growing up in the „50s for women was different 

than today.  The choices were you either became a nun, for 

Catholic girls, you were a teacher, somehow, a nurse.  You went to 

work for retail -- until you got married.  If you were a nun, of 

course you didn‟t have to worry about that.  But anything else you 

had to – as soon as you got married, you were expected to stay 

home and raise your children. 

 

 That was really the way the custom was.  Women were not given 

the kind of elevation that, well, you could do whatever you want.  

You were strange if you entered a male profession, like medicine 

or engineering.  But there were girls who attempted it.  But in the 

meantime, I thought education would be a good plan.  I always 

wanted to be a teacher.  You can tell, I‟m talking too much; and 

lecturing.  I have this lecture all prepared!  Anyway, I did become 

a teacher. 

 

 This is another interesting factor – my generation – we were the 

first girls to become – see, after Vatican II, and Pope John XXIII – 

that was before you born.  I‟m giving you a living history now.  

After Vatican II, and they relaxed all the rules for leaving the 

religious orders, the nuns left in droves.  And also, they couldn‟t 

recruit enough girls, naturally.  It was all different.  The church just 

took a deep breath.  And when it took a deep breath, it got rid of a 

lot – it was like getting rid of cobwebs. 

 

 All that control was lifted, and it was a like a big pressure cooker 

popping off.  So the Mass changed.  They stopped saying it in 

Latin.  I grew up with a Latin Mass.  It was still Latinate for a 

while – I took four years of Latin in school high.  I understood 

every word at Mass, in the Missal.  Nobody would know them 

today.  We sang in Latin.  We sang three parts in Latin. 
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 When I was in the convent, we sang three and four part hymns.  

The music was extraordinary.  But in the meantime, after I left the 

convent, the church was all new: all different, and so was society.  

And the women‟s lib started coming into the picture, and girls had 

more choices, but I remained in teaching. 

 

 Now here‟s the piece I wanted to tell you.  Because of this exodus 

of sisters, they had a shortage of lay teachers.  There was still 

hundreds of students in Catholic schools, but nobody to teach 

them.  So, in desperation, they hired the girls out of the Catholic 

high school.  Nobody else, of course, could apply.  But girls out of 

the – and they were literally – I knew somebody – this is no lie, 

she was 17 and was teaching fifth grade – 17, only a few years 

older than her students.  I mean, they could have dated her. 

 

 I had left the order and I had a year of college.  That was a good 

thing.  I had a year of college, so I started teaching at St. Nicholas 

School right down the street here.  And that was in 1961.  No, no, 

my fault.  I left the convent in 1959 and it was 1960 that I -- no 

‟61.  I‟m sorry, my fault – ‟61 I was teaching.  I keep forgetting 

when I graduated.  I graduated in ‟66 from night school. 

 

 I was in – that was the deal, we could teach in the Catholic schools 

if we were going to a special program for lay teachers.  You had to 

take so many credits a year.  But don‟t forget, we were always 

undergrads.  Almost every teacher in the system was an undergrad, 

and some came in with zero credits.  I had a year of credits; I had 

40 credits.  My colleagues had nothing, and then we started 

accumulating more credits  – where I continued, they would take 

three credits – I just kept right on going like a freight train.  I 

wanted to get done.  So, I went all summer, all winter, until I got 

my degree in 1966.  So, I was teaching five years. 

 

 I went from St. Nicholas to Epiphany School, and that‟s where I 

was when I graduated.  And I remember the day I took my oral 

exam at the school board, and the principal of the school was 

watching my class because it was a school day.  And I‟ll never 

forget, I left that morning to take my exam, when I came back I 

was a public school teacher.  I felt so different.  I was now a 

professional for the first time.  I had a degree under my belt.  It 

was only matter of graduating.  I had the credits, graduating and I 

was already hired.  So, it was wild. 
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 That fall I said goodbye to everybody in the Catholic schools: all 

my friends.  And they said, “You‟re going to be sorry.  Those kids 

are wild.”  No.  I got twice the money.  You know what I was paid 

at St. Nicholas? You wanna record this? 1961, my salary – hold 

on, you‟ll fall out of your chair, two thousand dollars a year, and I 

had 54 children.  It broke down to 20 cents a day per child.  And 

they gave us a nice little fruitcake for Christmas or a box of candy 

or something and that‟s it. 

 

 Then my salary kept going up like a couple hundred a year until I 

was, oh, making the grand total of about twenty-six hundred by the 

time I finished.  And then I went to public school, which wasn‟t a 

whole lot better.  They gave me credit for the five years of 

teaching.  And I got the glorious salary of fifty-two hundred from 

the public school.  Doubled my – the day I got my first paycheck I 

was dancing around the school.  The teachers there, they said, 

“What is going on?”  I said, “You don‟t understand.  I just got, in 

two weeks, what I used to make in a month.  And the children, 

instead of 54, I had 28.  So, it was half the children roughly. 

 

Gloria: Were you teaching in South Philly then? 

 

Interviewer:  Oh, yes – I taught only in South Philadelphia schools.  My first 

school was Taggart at Fourth and Porter, and I taught there for 21 

years.  I taught different grades.  And hen I went to the Fell School 

and taught there for five years – D.N. Fell at Ninth and Oregon, 

and then I went to the Meredith School for my last five years of 

teaching as a public school teacher. And because I was a science 

teacher there, I taught every grade, literally, from K-8 at some 

point in my career. 

 

Interviewer: What were some of the changes you saw with the „60s, and after 

the „60s in the neighborhood, the school?  There were many but – 

even just with Passyunk Avenue. 

 

Gloria: There were millions of changes.  Well, as I said, the war changed a 

lot of things.  It brought – I mean we had the whole music – the 

whole cultural change.  It was a big cultural change.  Don‟t forget 

in the „50s we were just learning the jitterbug.  Elvis Presley was 

just coming in – when I was in high school, Elvis Presley, Marlon 

Brando, and James Dean were the idols of the day.  They were 

young men then, really young, 20-somethings, all of them.  In fact, 
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Elvis Presley was even younger.  Before he went in the Army, 

even, he was an idol. 

 

 When I came out of the convent, the big idols were the Beatles.  

So, I remember – if you think of the music changes; the Beatles 

changed everything.  Of course, television was a big, big, big, big 

change.  National communication.  When I was a child, there was 

no television.  We listened to radio until I was 10 years old, or 11 

years old.  We didn‟t know what television was. 

 

 Now imagine these inventions happening in your lifetime.  We had 

dialing telephones only.  In fact, the first telephone I had had a 

receiver that when you lift it off the cradle and put it on your ear – 

you know that old style.  You‟ve seen a picture of it in the 

museum.  We actually had that.  I would say that‟s the kind of 

technology we had.  Radios had huge tubes that carried the sound.  

They were in great big cabinets, radios. 

 

 The big change was the invention of the transistor radio because 

then things got miniaturized.  You didn‟t have to have tubes.  

Everything could be small.  It was the miniaturization of 

technology.  Until now that we have phones that are smaller than a 

pack of cigarettes, whereas at one time, a telephone was a big 

clunky thing.  Even the first push button telephones were clunky 

things.  Everything was big and clunky.  But music was the sign of 

the times.  It was the lyrics, if you listen to them, Joan Baez and 

the Mamas and Papas.  Any of the songs you listen to on 98.1, 

you‟ll get an idea of the „60s and „70s, and “Where Have all the 

Flowers Gone?” and all the war songs. 

 

 So, the Vietnam era was the time of great change, malaise.  I was 

teaching in public school then.  I remember that we wrote letters to 

the servicemen from the children.  I remember Reagan‟s attempted 

assassination, and we wrote letters of get well to him.  When the 

Pope was nearly killed – when he was shot, we wrote letters to 

him.  It was an exciting time in America.  But yet there was never 

the feeling of where the country felt divided.  We saw students – 

those students who protested the Vietnam War, many of them were 

afraid of the draft.  If it weren‟t for the – you don‟t see the big 

protests today because they‟re not afraid of the draft. 

 

 That‟s the difference.  In those days, it was compulsory enlistment.  

And that made a – that was a big item.  I remember – here‟s a big 
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story – I remember helping students in my class get higher grades 

because if their GPA went down, they would get drafted. 

 

 There was a guy that lived across the street from me.  He wasn‟t 

going to school with me at the time, but he was a younger man 

who asked me to help him with his papers.  And I‟m telling you, 

they were scared.  I saw guys almost faint when they come out of a 

test because they thought their averages were dropping.  That‟s 

how scared they were.  So of course, there was protesting and all 

that. 

 

 Of course, then, there was the women‟s movement. I mean,  it was 

time of upheaval. 

 

Interviewer: Did you feel like South Philadelphia – how much of it was going 

along with those changes and how much was staying the same? 

 

Gloria: Good question.  Well, I think a lot of people here, the older people 

especially – I consider myself, even though I‟m going to be 68, I 

consider myself middle aged.  I‟m much more modern in my 

thinking about the Church, about women, about all kinds of things 

than a lot of people in my generation and older.  Even some of my 

classmates don‟t sound like me.  But then I went to college, and I 

went to graduate school.  And I taught at all different public 

schools.  I met people from all different areas.  And that does 

change you. 

 

 And I traveled.  I went – right after college, immediately, I went to 

Europe; took a tour of Europe with friends.  And that opened my 

world.  Oh, by the way, I have a snapshot somewhere in my 

collection.  I took a picture of Neil Armstrong landing on the moon 

from the television. So, I was witnessing a lot of history.  And 

when John F. Kennedy said, “I want to go to the moon in ten 

years,” I believed him, and we did. 

 

 And that broke the malaise a little bit. You know? That kind of 

broke the malaise.  That was the one year in our lives when there 

wasn‟t an – and everybody felt it, the whole city: South Philly, 

North Philly – there was no difference.  We were all Americans at 

that moment.  We were glorying in that great accomplishment.  

They really did amazing things.  If you saw “Apollo 13”, they did 

it without calculators and gadgets.  They did it with paper and 

pencil.  It was an amazing time of American ingenuity. 
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 I remember the whole story about Sputnik, and how we had to get 

into space; and we did.  We did whatever we wanted to.  There 

was a lot more unity in the country. 

 

 I remember thinking nothing of splitting my ticket.  I didn‟t vote 

all Democrat or Republican.  I remember voting for Republicans, 

and another time voting for Democrats, depending on what the 

person was telling me.  And also because I believe we should 

switch power once in a while; it would be healthy.  And there was 

nothing wrong with that.  Nobody questioned your patriotism.  

Nobody put you on the spot.  Nobody gave you that nonsense that 

we hear today. 

 

 I remember – here‟s another big item – there were more 

newspapers then: more print journals.  We had The Bulletin.  We 

had The Inquirer.  We had The Daily News and a gazillion local 

papers:  South Philly Review, all of that.  And that journalism 

wasn‟t always – it wasn‟t controlled by anybody.  It was like just 

what people – so I think technology has made us a little too – it has 

both improved communication and stifled it.  Because you are so – 

you can talk to anybody in the world – but then you worry about 

what other people are listening to what you‟re saying, or recording 

what you‟re saying. (Laughter) 

 

 Now if this goes to the Department of Homeland Security, and 

they can send five helicopters to my address,  I‟ll know – 

 

Interviewer: You‟ll be the talk of South Philadelphia then. (Laughter) 

 

 I guess sort of bringing it back to South Philly and – where do you 

live – now you live – 

 

Gloria: I live around the corner from where I was born.  I didn‟t move very 

far at all. 

 

Interviewer: What did you think about some of the changes that are happening 

in the neighborhood right now? 

 

Gloria: Well, the big change, of course, is that I‟m one of the few people 

in my generation who stayed.  As I said, demographics change.  

The thing about education – where the parents lived and went to 

work – of course, the change in the factories.  There used to be a 
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factory called Bond Bread on Passyunk Avenue; it‟s gone.  And 

people worked at the Navy base.  They worked for Stetson Hats. 

 

 My mother worked for a uniform manufacturer. Tailor shops.  

They‟re all closed.  All those big manufacturers – besides the 

Church – then there was -- the community was basically built 

around church, school and factory because nobody had cars or very 

few people had cars because they could walk to work.  And there 

were trolleys to take to work.  My grandmother used to take a 

trolley to work until she was 80.  She didn‟t understand about 

welfare, Social Security; none of those things computed.  You 

worked until you couldn‟t work anymore.  And then when 

somebody said, "You can collect Social Security," she said, 

“What‟s that?”  She just socked her money away thinking that‟s 

what she had to live on. 

 

 And that‟s what I mean.  It was basically – the big change was an 

economic change.  Of course, as children, including my classmates 

– now some of them, like Joey Vento, was in my class.  Joey 

stayed in the neighborhood, and took up the family business.  

Other people didn‟t. Other people got educated; got their masters, 

bachelors and moved away.  Most of my friends moved.  People in 

my class – the girls coming for this reunion are going to be coming 

from Florida, Maine and California, to name a few spots.  I‟m sure 

there are some living out of the country, even.  It‟s because once 

they got educated, and they got married or whatever, they just left. 

 

 So I would say – the immigrants who‟ve clung together because of 

this – oh, here‟s one of the things that made them cling together.  It 

was the fact that they had to learn a new language.  It‟s just like the 

Mexicans hanging around together, or the Asians hanging around 

together.  They form these enclaves because they were safe. 

 

 And then during World War II – this is a fact, also – during World 

War II, there was definitely pressure. People of Italian descent 

were looked upon with suspicion.  And there was even a group of 

them because of whatever occupations they had; if they were 

fisherman, or what they had, radios or certain things, two-way 

radios, who were even detained.  There were actual -- we would 

call them “concentration camps” if we were talking about Europe.  

But what happened with the internment of Japanese, it happened to 

German and Italian Americans, citizens.  What would happen is, if 

you had an alien in the family, if your husband was an alien, and 
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they arrested him or detained him, if you were his wife or his child, 

you went with him. 

 

 So they were taking American citizens; it was a terrible time.  

That‟s one of the things that – it was the fear of national security.  

The same old thing – idea – but American citizens were actually 

imprisoned just because of their last names.  So people were – 

speaking only Italian – my grandparents never really learned 

proper English – made them be afraid to get out of that enclave.  

Although my grandmother being the entrepen-- She was avant-

garde.  She was so wonderful.  She was a feisty woman.  She 

bought land in New Jersey on one of the Barrier Islands, Long 

Beach Island – she bought land in Upper Darby,  I don‟t know how 

she did it.  With broken English, she did all this.  She was 

extraordinary. 

 

 Well, you had to be to come across an ocean that took a month to 

cross, and throw up every day.  You had to be made of a different 

kind of fabric.  And I say that we children of – we owe our genes 

to those, because they were the survivors.  And so the children of 

immigrants really have a well of genetic material. 

 

 Anyway, so what happened to South Philly was that the children 

left.  And as they left, the new immigrants filled their spots.  And 

that‟s what I‟m seeing now.  And I mean, a whole lot of changes.  

My neighborhood is like a rainbow.  We have everything – my 

street is a rainbow.  We have Asians; we have Vietnamese and 

Chinese, Hong Kong Chinese.  There‟s a black girl living down the 

street.  We have people from New York.  I call them the new 

yuppie immigrants -- like you. (Laughter) Yeah, I could tell. And 

they come from all over, but they love it here.  There‟s something 

about, there‟s a small town quality and there‟s a camaraderie that 

you don‟t find in some of the „burbs.  You really don‟t find it.  I 

don‟t think you‟d find it in New York either.  You really can‟t; 

there‟s no question. 

 

 We help each other.  We say hello to each.  We wave to each 

other.  If somebody needs something, we – I have a Chinese 

neighbor, for example, when he saw my light was out in the back, 

he knocks on my door, he said “Your light.”  I said, “What do you 

want me to do?.”  He said, “Wait” – without speaking much 

English: two or three words, he goes in and gets his tool kit, comes 

and disconnects my light, changes the bulb, and puts it back – in 
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my car.  You know what you would have to pay to do that?  And I 

said, “What do I owe you?”  Nothing.  Because why – here‟s a 

good story – I helped his sister-in-law become a citizen. 

 

 I was passing by one day, and I said hello to her – it‟s a long story, 

I won‟t say every detail – but she said, “Come in, I have to show 

you.”  I went, “Wait, wait.”  She said, “I have to show you 

something.”  They knew I was a teacher.  So, she brought me a 

book that she had from her immigration school, and she had 

already failed the test once, and she was scared.  She was older – 

well, I don‟t think she was older than me, she‟s probably younger 

then me, but you know.  I always think everybody‟s older than me, 

except my husband.  Anyway, she asked me to help her, and I said, 

“Of course.”  I was honored. 

 

 So, she came to my house, and she would take her shoes off, and 

walk into my house.  I‟d say, “No, no, no.”  But she didn‟t care; 

she took her shoes off.  Would not soil my rug with her shoes, and 

sat at my kitchen table, and we worked and worked and worked for 

days, weeks.  And finally, when she thought she was ready, she 

made the appointment, and passed the test. 

 

 And then I went with her and – her family took me in the car with 

them for the swearing in.  There were like 74 immigrants from 

every part of the world and every color, and every group.  It was 

amazing to see it.  It was like a Norman Rockwell painting.  And 

we were in this formal – at 6
th

 and Market – this formal courthouse 

with the high ceiling and the walnut benches.  Everything was 

gorgeous.  And the judge standing there, blond hair, black robes 

saying, “I‟m the daughter of immigrants.”  In fact, she was a 

Abruzzese, like I was.  So, we shook hands and took pictures; it 

was wonderful.  Well, these people will do anything for me. 

 

 If they get a chance, they‟d say, “If your light needs fixing, we‟ll 

fix it.”  They brought me sandwiches; they brought me tea from 

China.  They will do anything – they didn‟t pay me money.  They 

paid me in their generosity.  And when my husband was sick, they 

prayed for him.  And, so, anyway, I see that as a positive. You 

know? 

 

 I think it‟s healthy, what‟s happened to South Philly.  I think the 

fact that we now have a – some people would kill for a chance to 

live in the neighborhood where there‟s so many cultures that get 
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along.  This is truly an example of what America should be:  where 

different cultures can cooperate the way the Italians and the Jews 

did at one time.  But now it‟s people from other parts of the world.  

We have – the Vietnamese lady across the street, she came over 

saying, “How is your husband?”  I said, “He‟s better.”  “Oh, 

everyday I pray to Buddha.”  I mean, c‟mon -- can you get that – 

everyday, you know, she prays. 

 

 And then the guys in Dunkin‟ Donuts, the Indians in Dunkin‟ 

Donuts -- “Hey, Stanley,” they‟d say to my husband.  Anyway, all 

of that shows me that we‟re really all the same. And that whole 

backdrop of thinking the whole world was Italian and Catholic and 

white -- and oh, yeah, we knew there were blacks, but they lived in 

the slums -- unfortunately.  That‟s where they were, they were in 

the slums.  But, of course, it changes; it all changes. 

 

 And of course, I‟ve taught children from every part of the world.  

I‟ve never taught a Native American, but I have taught black 

children with Native American blood.  So I could say I‟ve taught 

them all.  I‟ve had children from Vietnam, from Cambodia, from 

after the war.  That was a big thing, you know, seeing --  In St. 

Nicholas, of course, and at Epiphany, I taught mostly Italians.  

They were just like the children I grew up with, but then at public 

schools – all different.  I had to get used to it, and it was 

empowering.  And also, it was enlightening; it was stretching my 

imagination.  So all of that – I feel privileged to have grown up 

here, and I don‟t want to leave. And I know people that have left 

and want to come back because they don‟t get the same flavor. 

 

 I‟m not saying it‟s perfect.  We have idiots; we have – people say, 

“How can you stay and live in the city?” Because there‟s crime.  

And I know there‟s crime.  I‟ve never experienced it, personally.  

My father was mugged a couple of times.  But that can happen in 

the middle of Amish country. You know, I feel that way.  I don‟t 

feel especially afraid.  I‟d walk to CVS any night.  If I want to pick 

up something at 11:00, 11:30 – I go down, and I don‟t feel afraid. 

 

 My husband‟s been mugged a couple of times, unfortunately.  We 

were lucky nothing terrible happened that would make us hate the 

place.  I feel like it‟s enhanced my life, enriched my life.  We still 

have access to the theater.  I‟m a member of the Walnut Street 

Theatre, the Art Museum.  I don‟t feel like there‟s any boundaries 

in this area at all.  That‟s the difference.  Before maybe, it was 
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fenced in a little bit by – we had – Oh, we used to go to the 

American store!  The A & P we used to call the American store.  

There was American cheese – they still call it American cheese.  

But we had that‟s anachronism.  We went to the American store to 

get certain products. 

 

 But then when you wanted – oh, do you want to hear about 9
th

 

Street? When we wanted our own food, we would go to 9
th

 Street.  

And my grandmother – I would get in the wagon – they didn‟t 

have cars, so they would put us in – my brother, my twin – we‟d sit 

in a wagon with sides on it, and we would get a ride to 9
th

 Street.  

And they would fill the wagon with all the goodies, including live 

animals.  My grandmother butchered her own chickens.  And they 

bought live eels, live chicken, live fish, whatever, and butchered 

them and cooked them.  I watched my grandmother process an 

entire chicken from scratch. From feathers! From feathers to sitting 

on a platter.  The whole process, I watched many, many times. 

 

 I watched her make homemade pasta.  She didn‟t buy store pasta.  

My grandmother wouldn‟t eat store pasta.  She wouldn‟t bother 

with it; she wouldn‟t touch it.  She made her own, you know, 

ribbon macaroni, linguinis, that we would call linguini. Oh, her 

ravioli --  she used to add sugar and lemon to her ricotta so that it 

had a special sweet favor.  It was -- you could eat the filling by 

itself, without anything else and just love it.  It was like eating 

sweet cottage cheese.  It‟s the Italian cottage cheese, ricotta.  And 

she would add a little grated lemon to it. Mmmmm! 

 

 And she made her own gravy and smelled up the neighborhood 

like everybody else.  The whole neighborhood used to float on 

meat sauce.  Of course, they called it gravy.  But the meatballs and 

all -- that would just carry you along on Sunday because it was all 

over the place.  I grew up drinking wine, thinking nothing of it.  I 

drank wine at the table, and took a nice nap afterwards.  But that‟s 

it. 
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